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Cautionary and Warning Statements
• This track is designed and intended for educational purposes only.
• Use only under the direct supervision of an adult who has read and understood the instructions provided 

in this user guide.
• Read warnings on packaging and in manual carefully.
• Always exercise caution when using sharp tools.
• When racing CO2 cars on a track length less than 20 meters, 8 gram cartridges should not be used. We 

recommend 4 gram cartidges on short track distances.
• Avoid stepping on track sections and do not race heavy vehicles on the track as it may cause sections to bend.

Materials Included
The EZ Track Raceway comes with two EZ Track boxes. 
Each box contains:
• 1-meter track section (10)
• Track connector piece (12)
• Monofilament wire (100 yd) 
• Rubber edge strip (1 ft)
• Foam block (4)
• Start and Finish stickers (2)

Items Required (not included)
• Towel
• Scissors
• Race vehicle (bottle racer, mousetrap vehicle, sail car, 

and so on)
• Race system

Placing Stickers
1. Place the Start sticker on the piece of track you will use 

for starting races (Figure 1). Placement of the sticker can 
vary depending on what race system you are using.

2. The Finish sticker needs to line up with the circular 
cutout on the last section of track. This is where the 
finish gate for a race system will be set up. Pay close 
attention to how the sticker is placed in Figure 2. Make 
sure the sticker placement leaves enough room for 
deceleration towels at the end of the track, which come 
with most race systems.

3. Repeat sticker placement for both lanes.

Setting Up the EZ Track
The EZ Track should be set up on a level surface inside or 
outside with enough room to place both lanes side by 
side.

1. Beginning with the section of track with the Start 
sticker, slide a track connector into the grooves on the 
bottom of the track (Figure 3).

2. Join another piece of track onto the Start section by 
sliding the piece onto the track connector (Figure 4).

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4
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3. Continue connecting all the pieces of track together 
until you have two 10-meter-long tracks or whatever 
track length you desire. Make sure you have track 
connectors on both ends of the track and the section 
of track with the Finish sticker is the last section of the 
track.

Placing the Finish Gate 
To work with the EZ Track, you need to elevate the finish 
gate of your raceway. Four foam blocks are provided for 
this purpose. The following instructions use the finish gate 
of an EZ Start Raceway.

1. Clean the corner of the finish gate with a towel and 
water, then peel the sticky backing off a foam block and 
place it on the corner (Figure 5).

2. Repeat for every corner.

3. Place the finish gate over the hole in the finish end of 
the track. Line up the hole with the infrared laser from 
the finish gate (Figure 6).

Adding Monofilament Wire
1. Cut a piece of the rubber edge to the length of the 

middle section of a connector piece. Repeat this until 
you have four pieces of rubber edge.

2. Slide the cut pieces of the rubber edge onto the start 
end and finish end of the track (Figure 7).

3. Tie a loop with the monofilament wire, and slide it over 
the hook on the starting connector piece (Figure 8).

4. Run the monofilament wire to the far end. Cut the wire 
about four inches short of the end of the track. Tie a 
loop in the wire and slide it over the hook on the end 
connector piece. Note: The wire should be cut so you 
have to stretch the wire tight to get it over the hook.

Storage
When you store the EZ Track, stack the sections flat 
and on top of each other and keep them indoors in a 
temperature-controlled area. This will keep the sections of 
track from warping.

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8
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Compatible Race Systems with the EZ Track
Note: Some start systems meant to be raced directly on the floor may need to be elevated to align with the 
EZ Track surface.
• Impulse G3 Race System
• EZ Start Raceway
• Dual Lane Race Timer
• AP Bottle Racer Launcher
• AP Dragster Launcher

Vehicles to Race on the EZ Track
• Mousetrap cars
• Propeller cars
• Solar cars
• CO2 cars (4 g cartridges on tracks less than 20 m)
• Bottle racers
• AP dragsters
• Electric vehicles
• Sail cars
• And more!


